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Abstract

In this paper a logic of capabilities is introduced. We
start by defining a language in which not only knowl-
edge and actions of agents can be expressed, but also
the abilities. The semantics for this language is given
by extended Kripke models. Equivalence transformations
on actions are defined in such a way that equivalent ac-
tions have equivalent results and that the abilities of an
agent are closed under these transformations. The plan-
ning capacities of the agent are considered by looking at
the Can-predicate and the Cannot-predicate. The former
indicates that an agent knows that he can achieve a given
goal by performing a given action, the latter indicates that
the agent knows that that he cannot achieve the given goal
by performing the given action. It turns out that the pos-
sibility to express the abilities of an agent provides for a
flexible and intuitively appealing framework.

1. Introduction

The planning of an agent in order to achieve some given
goal is a topic of much interest in artificial intelligence.
An overview of the various aspects of planning can be.
found in [GL87]. According to [Pol92], in AI planning
is considered to be the process of formulating a program
of action to achieve some specified goal. Obviously, it
is only possible for an agent to achieve a given goal by
performing a given sequence of actions if performing this
sequence leads to the goal and if it is possible for the agent
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to perform all the actions in the sequence in the correct
order.
The logic that we consider in this paper is based on the
concepts of the logic defined in [Moo84]. We follow the
notation of [MH], which is based on Harel’s dynamic logic
(see [Har84]). In this paper we will restrict ourselves 
a propositional logic. This is basically done for the sake
of simplicity. Nevertheless, in principle an extension to
first-order logic is certainly possible and might even be
necessary for practical purposes.
We introduce a syntactical operator that can be used to
indicate whether a given agent is capable of performing
a given action. The notion of ability to perform actions
bears a slight resemblance to the notion of knowledge of
formulae in awareness logic as introduced in [FH88]. In
awareness logic an agent needs to be aware of a given
formula in order to gain explicit belief of this formula
whereas in the logic of capabilities an agent needs to be
able to perform a given action to make it possible for him
to perform that action. Using capability and knowledge of
capability in combination with knowledge of the result of
an action provides for some rather intuitive results for the
planning capacities of an agent, as can be seen in section 6.
With regard to planning, only correctness and feasibility
of plans is considered, i.e. our approach does not deal
with finding heuristics or any other aspects of planning.

The contents of this paper is as follows. In section 2 the
language £ is defined. In section 3.1 a class of models
9X, and the semantics for the language f are defined. In
section 3.2, the validity of some formulae from/~ for
is proved. Furthermore some other properties are shown.
In section 3.3 the notion of action transformation is in-
troduced and it is shown that the abilities of an agent are
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closed under the action transformations given here. In
section 4 the axioms and proof rules of the logic of ca-
pabilities are given. In section 5 the planning capacities
of an agent are considered by giving an alternative defini-
tion of the so called Can-predicate, originally introduced
in [Moo84]. We furthermore define a Cannot-predicate,
which also proves to be useful when considering the plan-
ning capacities of a rational agent. In section 6 we sum up
some properties of both the Can-predicate and the Cannot-
predicate. These properties show that both predicates be-
have in an intuitively acceptable way. Section 7 ends this
paper with a discussion and some guidelines for further
research.

2. Defining the language £

As stated in section 1, the system defined in this paper
is loosely based on the system defined in [Moo84]. The
main difference lies in the fact that in Moore’s system no
attention whatsoever is paid to the physical and mental
condition of an agent. It is assumed that whenever an
agent knows what some action a is, he is automatically
able to perform a, regardless of whether the agent satisfies
all physical or mental demands that performance of action
a asks from him. In our opinion this approach does not
seem to be completely in correspondence with the intuition
as can be seen in the following example.

2.1. EXAMPLE. Assume that some agent is planning to
win a gold medal in the men’s 100 metres at the olympics.
To achieve this the agent has to run faster than any other
competitor. The agent knows that if he runs fastest he will
win the gold medal. He also knows what the action ’run
fastest’ implies. According to the theory of [Moo84], this
suffices to conclude that the agent can win the gold medal.
Intuitively this seems to be rather strange: it seems to be
necessary that the agent is physically able to run fastest; it
does not suffice that he knows what this implies.
On the other hand, if the agent knows that if he runs fastest
he will win the gold medal and he is able to run fastest,
it is rather natural to conclude that the agent can make a
successful plan to get a gold medal.

The observation made in example 2.1 clearly shows the
need for the introduction of a new operator that can be used
to express the ability of an agent to perform a given action.
For this the syntactical operator A, indexed with an agent
i, is used in £; the expression Ale is used to denote the
fact that the agent i is able to perform the action a.

2.2. CONVENTION. Throughout this paper we will speak
of actions to refer to executable codes, programs or algo-

rithms. A typical action is for instance ’open the window’.
We will speak of events to refer to the execution of some
specific action by a specific agent. For instance, the open-
ing of the window by rational agent i is a typical event.

2.3. DEFINITION. The language £ is based on a given set H
of propositional symbols, a finite set At of atomic actions
and a finite set .4 = {1,..., n} of agents. The language
£ is defined by the following BNF, where ~o is a typical
element of the set of formulae £, p is a typical element of
the set of propositional symbols I-1, a is a typical element
of the set of actions Ac, a is a typical element of the set
of atomic actions At and i is a typical element of the set
of agents .4.

where the class Ac of actions is given by:

t~ "2~ a

skip

fail

test
G1; O~2
if ~ then al else a2 fi

while 9~ do al od

al "I- a2

To provide for optimal flexibility, no demand is made
whatsoever upon the use of parentheses in £: whenever
one thinks that using parentheses provides for more clarity
one is encouraged to use them.

We let p with possible marks denote atomic propositions;
-~o denotes the negation of a formula and ~1 A ~02 denotes
the conjunction of formulae. The connectives V, --4 and

are defined in the usual way. The formula tt is intro-
duded as an abbreviation for p V --,p and ff is assumed to
denote -,tt. The formula <doi(o0> ~ is defined as the
dual of [doi(a)]cp: <doi(a)> qa - "-,[doi(a)]--,~o.
The formula Kiqo denotes agent i’s knowledge of go. Fol-
lowing common practice in the world of computer science
--see for instance [HM85], [FH88] or [MH]- the modal
system $5 is used for the knowledge part of LCap. The
axioms for $5 are given in section 4.

The meaning of the formula [doi(a)]cp is as follows: if the
agent i performs the action a then the formula go will be
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true after the performance of a by i.
The formula Aia denotes the ability of agent i to perform
the action a. This ability of the agent can be thought of as
a combination of physical and mental abilities.

The class of actions Ac can be seen as a rich-test extension
(see [Har84] or [Har79]) of the class of actions considered
in [Hoa69]. The meanings of the respective actions in Ac
are subsequently: the atomic action, the empty action, the
never succeeding action, a test for the truth of formula ~o,
sequential composition, conditional composition, repeti-
tive composition and the nondeterministic choice. For a
given finite set of agents .,4 and a given class of actions
Ac, the class of events doi(a) with i E .,4 and a E Ac 

usually denoted by £Ac.

The expressive power of language £ is considerable, as
can be seen in the following example.

2.4. EXAMPLE (The egocentric agent). Consider the fol-
lowing action: ’If agent i knows that he will feel better
after helping his neighbour and he knows that he is able
to help him, he will do so, otherwise he will do nothing’.
It is possible to denote in the language £ the fact that if
agent i is feeling well before performing the egocentric
action, he will still feel well or he will feel even better af-
ter performing it. Using some obvious abbreviations this
formalization is given by:

w ~ [doi(if Ki[doi(h)]b A KiAih
then h else skip fi)](wVb)

3. Semantics for the language £

(1) 8 is a set of possible worlds.

(2) 7r : FIx ,S ~ bool is a total function that assigns
a truth value to propositional symbols in possible
worlds.

(3) R : .,4 ---* p(8 x ,.q) is the function that yields
the accessibility relations for a given agent, i.e. if
(s, s’) E R(i) this means that s’ is an epistemic alter-
native for the agent i in possible world s. Since the
knowledge part of the logic of capabilities is given
by the modal system S5, the function R is such that
for all agents i and for all s and s’ from S

¯ (s, s) R(i)
¯ (s, s’) E R(i) =~ (s’, s) 
¯ (s, s’) E R(i), (d, s’) E R(i) =~ (s, s") 

all hold, i.e. R(i) is an equivalence relation (cf.
[HM85], [MH]).

(4) r : .4 At--* ,5 - -+ p(,5) is s uchthat r(i, a)(s)
yields the result of performing atomic action a by
agent i in the possible world s. This function is such
that for all atomic actions a holds that

V/raYs[It(i, a)(s)} 1]

where IVI denotes the number of elements of the set
V.

(5) c : .4 x At -+ ,S -+ bool is the capability function
such that c(i, a)(s) indicates whether the agent 
capable of performing the action a in the possible
world s.

The

fist.
class of models given by definition 3.1 is denoted by

In this section a class of models 9’~ is defined. The models
from 9X are used to provide a semantics for the language
£. This semantics is an extension of the possible world
semantics commonly used to model modal systems. Fur-
thermore the validity of some formulae from £ is proved
for the class ~ of models. At the end of this section the
notion of action transformation is introduced and equiva-
lences under these transformations are shown.

3.1. Basic definitions

In the following definitions it is assumed that some set
bool = {1, 0} of truth values is given. It will always be
clear from the context whether 0 and 1 denote truth values
or natural numbers.

3.1. DEFINITION.
A Kripke model A,4 is a tuple < 8, ~’, R, r, c > where

3.2. DEFINITION (Semantics of the logic of capabilities).
Let .A4 =< S, 7r, R, r, c > be some Kripke model from
9X. The functions 7r, r and c are extended by simultanous
induction as follows.

7r : £ x 8 ~ bool
s) = s)

,,(¢ ^ s) = s) ^ s)
7r(Ki~a, s) = ~Tr(~a, s’) for all 

with (s, s’) E R(i).
7r([doi(a)]qo, -- AXlr(~, s’) for all 

with s’ E r(i, c~)(s).
7r(Aia, s) = c(i, a)(s)

r : -4xAc~S--,p(,S)
r(i, skip)(s) = {s}
r(i, fail)(s) = @
r(i, teat ~o)(s) = {s} if 7r(qo, s) = 
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-- 0 otherwise
rCi, ~,; ~)(~) = rCi, ~2)(rCi, ~,)(s))
rCi, i~ ~ then = rCi, a,)(~)

a, else a2 fi)(s) if Ir(~o,s) = 
= r(i, a2)(8) otherwise

r(i, while ~o do al od)(s) = {s’ 3k3so... 3sk

80 = 8A8 k = 81A

^~(~, ,j) = 
A~(-~, ’9 = 1]}

rCi, ~, + a~)(~) = r(i, a,)(,) U r(i, (~2)(~)
where ~Ci, (~)(S’) = U.,~s, ~Ci, ~)(~’)

for S’ c_ 5.

c : AxAc~,.9~bool
¢(i, .kip)(s) = 1
c(i, fail)Cs) = o
~(i, test ~)(~) = ~(~, s)
c(i, ~,; ~2)(s) : ~(i, ~,)(s)A

c(i, ,,2)(r(i, ~1)(~))
c(i, if ~o then =c(i, test~;al)(s)V

~ else ~2 ~i)(a) ~(i, test -,~;-~)(s)
c(i, while ~ do ~I od)(s) = 1 if

3s’3k3so . . . 3sh[so = sA
sk = s’ A Vj < k

hi+, ~ r(i, ~,)(~)^
¢(i, test (~; ~1)(8j) -~- 1]

^c(i, test -,~)(,’) 
= 0 otherwise

c(i, Ctl + O~2)(S) =c(i, al)(s)Vc(i, a2)(s)
where ~(i,,~)(S’) = ~o,~S,~(i, a)(s)

for 8’ __ ,5.

3.3. REMARK. The function 7r as given in the defini-
tions 3.1 and 3.2 indicates for a given formula and a
given possible world whether or not the formula holds
in the possible world. The domain and codomain of the
function r are meant to formalize the intuition that r de-
termines for a given agent i, action a and possible world
8, the worlds that are a possible result of the occurrence
of the event doi(ot) in s. The function c indicates for
a given agent, action and possible world whether or not
the agent is capable of performing the action in the pos-
sible world. One could also think of alternative defini-
tions for the domain and codomain of 7r, r and c, for
instance ~r : £ ~ p(8), r : .4 Ac~ 0(, 5 x 8 ) and
c : ,4 x Ac ~ p(G). For example the function e would
then yield, for a given agent and a given action, the set
of possible worlds in which the agent is capable of per-
forming the action. Obviously, both definitions denote an
intuitively identical concept.

3.4. REMARK. Singleton sets {8} with s e 8 are usually
denoted by s.

3.5. REMARK. The definitions of r(i, test qo)(,s) 
c(i, test ~a)(s) as defined above are based on the 
that a test for cp is actually an action that searches for
confirmation of ~p; if it is not possible to get confirmation
for ~o, test ~o fails. This is in fact the approach taken in
dynamic logic. One could also think of a different sort
of tests, namely tests that are informative. If test ~o is
informative with respect to ~o this means that after execut-
ing test ~o, the agent either knows that ~p holds or knows
that --,~o holds. The latter approach could be formalized by
replacing 7r(~o, s) by 7r(Kiq0 V Ki~qo, 8) in the definition
of r(i, test ~o)(s) and c(i, test ~o)(s). For the 
we have chosen to defne r and e for tests as done above,
i.e. analogously to dynamic logic. Nevertheless alter-
native definitions, possibly based on the assumption that
tests are informative, certainly deserve further attention.

3.6. DEFINITION. For all models .M =< ,9, ~r, R, r, c >
from 9Y¢, for all possible worlds s 6 ,S, and for all formulae
~o we define:

¯ A4, s ~ ~p iff~r(tp, s) = 

¯ The formula go is valid in .M, notation A/[ ~ ~, iff
AA, s ~ qo for all s E S.

3.7. DEFINITION. Let 9"~ be some class of models. For all
formulae ~o we define:

¯ The formula ~p is satisfiable inff2 if some Kripke model
AA =< ,.9, ~’, R, r, e >~ flY[ and s ~ ,S exist such that

¯ The formula ~p is valid in 9"~, notation ~ ~o or ~ ~o,
iff AA ~ ~p for all AA ~ 9YI.

The following lemma states some properties that will be
useful in proving the theorems of the following sections.

3.8. LEMMA. For all models AA, for all possible worlds
s ~ S, for all formulae qo and ~b and for all actions a we
have:
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¯ M,s ~ Aia ¢~ c(i,a)(s) 

3.9. REMARK. The definitions of both r and c for repeti-
tive composition are constructive ones, and are based on
a definition given in [HR83]. Our definition should be
compared to that of [Moo84], in which only a fixed-point
equation is given. As is shown below, a fixed-point equa-
tion on its own is not sufficient.

3.10. DEFINITION. Functions r’(i, while ~o do at od)(s)
and e’(i, while ~o do al od)(s) are defined 

¯ r’(i, while qo do oq od)(s) 
r’(i, if ~o then al; while ~o do al od else skip fi)(s)

¯ c’(i, while ~o do c~l od)(s) 
d(i, i, ~o then al; while ~o do c~l od else skip f i)(s)

Assume that r’ and e’ are defined analogously to r and c
with the exception of the definition for repetitive compo-
sition. Then both r’ and c’ are partial functions.

3.11. EXAMPLE. Assume that the set of propositional
symbols H is given by H = {p}, the set of atomic ac-
tions is {a} and there is only one agent.
Let the Kripke model .AA =< 8, ~r, R, r, c > be such that:

(1) ,S = {So, Sl}

(2) ~(p, so) = ~’(p, sl) 
(3) R: see the dotted lines in the picture below.

(4) r: see the solid lines in the picture below.

(5) ¢(1, a)(so) = c(1, a)(sl) 

We find that the computations of both
r’(1, whilep do a od)(so) and c’(1, whilep do a od)(so)
do not terminate. Note that using definition 3.2 no prob-
lems concerning non-termination occur:

¯ r(1,whilspdo a od)(so) 
r(1, while p do a od)(sl) 

¯ e(l,whilepdo aod)(so) 
c(1, while p do a od)(st) 

Using our definition, the equation of definition 3.10 taken
as a proposition actually holds, i.e. we have for all s:

¯ r(i, while ~o do al od)(s) 
r(i, if ~o then a; while ~o do c,~ od else skip f i)(s)

¯ c(i, while ~o do ,~ od)(~) 
c(i, if ~ then a; while ~ do a, od else skip f i)(s)

The notion of determinism is defined as usual.

3.12. DEFINITION (Determinism of events).
Let A4 =< ,.q, ~r, R, r, c > be some Kripke model from
flY[ and let doi(a) be some event from £~c.

¯ The event doi(a) is deterministic in some possible
world s from ,S if and only if

Ir(i, a)(s)l < 1

¯ The event doi(a) is deterministic for AA if and only 
doi(a) is deterministic in all s from 

In definition 3.13 some possible properties dealing with
performance of actions by agents and the ability of agents
are defined.

3.13. DEFINITION. Let A4 =< S, 7r, R, r, c > be some
Kripke model from 93/and let a be some action from Ac.

¯ The action a is Ai-realizable in some possible world
s E ,-q if and only if

AA, s ~ Aia --*<doi(a)>tt

holds.

The action a is A-realizable in some possible world
s E ,S if and only if a is Ai-realizable in s for all
lEA.

The event doi(a) is accordant in some possible world
s E S if and only if

AA, s ~ Ki[doi(a)]~o ---* [doi(a)]Ki~o

holds for all formulae ~o.

The action a is A-realizable for AA if and only if a is
A-realizable in every s from S.

The event doi(a) is accordant for AA if and only 
doi(a) is accordant in every s from 

Definition 3.13 states that an event doi(a) is accordant, 
it holds for arbitrary formula ~ that if agent i knows that

will hold after he performs action a, then agent i will
know after performing a that ~o holds. Ai-realizability
-and hence A-realizability- is a rather important feature
of actions when considered from the point of view of
planning. If some action a is Ai-realizable, this implies
that whenever agent i is capable of performing a, it is
possible for him to perform a.
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3.2. Validity of formulae from f

Theorems 3.14 and 3.15 deal with the validity of some
formulae from £ for the class of models if2 defined in
section 3. Theorem 3.14 shows some properties of events,
theorem 3.15 shows some properties of capabilities.

3.14. THEOREM. For all agents i, actions a, al and ~2,
and for all formulae ~o and ~b we have:

(1) For deterministic events doi ( a ) 

(2) ~ ~ ~ [doi(skip)]~

(3) ~ [doi(fail)]ff

(4) ~ [doi(test ~)]~

(5) ~ [doi(al;a2)]~ ~ [doi(a,)]([doi(a2)]~)

(6) ~ ~ A [doi(if ~ then al else a2 fi)]~b
^

(7) ~ ~ A [doi(if ~ then al else a2 fi)]~b
^

(8) ~ [doi(while ~ do al od)]~
(9) ~ [doi(a, + a2)]~ ~ [doi(a,)]~ A [doi(a2)]~

3.15. THEOREM. For all agents i, for all actions ot1 and
a2 and for all formulae ~ we have:

(1) ~ Aiskip

(2) ~ --Aifail

(3) ~ ~*~ Aitest

(4) ~ Aitest ~ ~ ~Aitest ~

(5) ~ Ai(al;a2) ~ Aia, A [doi(a,)]Aia2

(6) ~ ~ A A/(if ~ then al else a2 fi)
A Aial

(7) ~ ~ A Ai(if ~ then al else a2 
",~O A Aia2

(8) ~ Ai(al + a2) *-* Aial V 

Case 2 of theorem 3.15 states intuitively that no agent is
capable of failing successfully.

Both for A-realizability and accordancy as defined in sec-
tion 3.1, correspondences exist. The notion of correspon-
dence is given by the following definition, taken from
[Hoe92]. (See [Ben84] for more details on correspon-
dence theory.)

3.16. DEFINITION. A frame br is a Kripke model without
valuation ~r:

~=< $,R,r,c >

We write .T ~ ~p if and only if < .T, ~" > ~ ¢ for all ~. If
0 is any -usually first-order definable.- property of .~" we
say that formula ~o corresponds with 0, notation cp ’~eo ~9,
if for all frames .T, ~ ~ ~p ~ ~ satisfies ~.

3.17. THEOREM (Correspondences).
The following correspondences hold:

(1) ~a-*<doi(a)>tt 
Vs[c(i, Ot)(s) = 1 =¢,’ r(i, a)(s) -7/= @]

(2) I~[doi(a)]~-~ [doi(a)]l~ 
e r(i, R(i)]

e R(0 ̂ e r(i,

It turns out that for some given model A-realizability of
all actions from Ac can easily be achieved, by imposing a
restriction on the functions r and ¢ when applied to atomic
actions.

3.18. THEOREM. For all models A4 =< S, 7r, R, r, c >
from ff2~ we have:

(VsViVa 6 At[c(i, a)(s) = 1 =~ r(i, a)(s) # @])
(VsViVa 6 Ac[c(i, a)(s) = 1 =~ r(i, a)(s) # @])

3.19. REMARK. It turns out that A-realizability is a very
desirable property. Even stronger, models that do not have
the property that all occurring actions are A-realizable
provide for rather counterintuitive results. For instance,
suppose that in some given possible world s an agent is
capable of performing the action a but no possible world
s’ exists such that s’ 6 r(i, a)(s). Then it is not possible
for the agent to execute a. Furthermore it follows that the
agent is capable of performing the action a; fail in s.
To avoid any counterintuitive situations we demand from
now on that all occurring Kripke models are such that all
actions are A-realizable, i.e. all models < ,9, ~r, R, r, c >
are such that Va 6 At[e(i, a)(s) = 1 => r(i, a)(s) # @]
holds for all i and s; these models are said to meet the
realizability condition.

3.20. REMARK. Note that the realizability condition does
not imply that < do/(a) > tt ~ A/o holds, i.e.
< doi(ot) > tt and Aiot are not equivalent. To let our
framework be as general and flexible as possible, we allow
for the situation in which both ~Aiot and < doi(a)> 
hold in a given possible world. Intuitively, this possible
world represents a situation in which execution of a would
lead to the truth of the formula qa, but since the agent is not
capable of performing a, the event doi(o0 will not occur.
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3.3. Transformations on actions

The notion of action transformation is a well-known one in
the theory of software engineering. In software engineer-
ing, action transformations are used to transform programs
in other, probably more efficient or better understandable,
programs. (For more information on action transforma-
tions and transformational programming see [Par90].)
We define two actions to be (action)-equivalent, if they
can be transformed into one another by means of a finite
number of applications of action transformations. In the-
orem 3.23 below, it is shown that our semantics is such
that the results upon termination of two equivalent actions
are logically equivalent, and furthermore that the abilities
of an agent are closed under some well-known transfor-
mations.
The following definition gives the action transformations
that we will take into consideration. Some of these are
slightly modified versions of the transformations given in
[PargO].

3.21. DEFINITION. The one-step action transformations
,~ are defined as follows.

(1)
(2)

(3)

(4)

(5)

(6)

(7)

(8)

(9) 

(10) 
(11) if

if

(12) if
if

skip; at "a ot

Or; skip ~a ot

fail; a "’a fail

or; fail ~a fail

test ~o ~a if ~o then skip else fail fi

test qo; test ~o ~a test ~o

a~; (a2; a3) ~. (al; a2); 
if tt then al else ~2 fi ~"a ~1

ff then al else ~2 fi ~a ~2

~0 then ~I else ~I fi ~a ~!

~o then a,1 else ot2 fi ~a
-~0 then ~2 else GI fi

~0 then if ~0 then ~I else G2 fi else ~2 fi ~a
~0 then ~I else G2 fi

(13) while ~ do al od 
if ~ then al;while ~ do al od else skip fi

(14) if ~ then al else a2 fi ,~a
if ~ then ~l else fail fi+
if ~o then G2 else fail fi

(15) if ~o then ~i else ~2 fi ~a
test ~o; al + test ~o; a2

(16) ot + a ,-,a 

(17) al + 82 ~’a 82 + 
(18) al + (at2 -4- or3) ’~’a (al titS ) "+ O 3

The actions a and a’ from Ac are a-equivalent (for action-
equivalent), notation a -a a’, if and only if action a can
be transformed in a’ by application of a finite number of
,-~,, steps.

3.22. REMARK. To obtain equivalences under the second
transformation concerning the fail-statement (transforma-
tion 4), it is used essentially that all occurring models
satisfy the realizability condition. If the realizability con-
dition is not met, the capabilities of an agent are not closed
under this transformation.

Using definition 3.21 we find the following to hold.

3.23. THEOREM. For all the actions c~ and a’ from Ac,
for all the agents i from .,4, and for all the formulae ~a we
have:

¯ a -----a a’ ::~ [doi(a)]~o *’* [doi(a’)]~O

Theorem 3.23 states that if two actions are equivalent,
these actions have the same result upon performing and
furthermore that if an agent is able to perform one of these
actions he is also able to perform the other one.

4. Defining LCap

The logic LCap is defined by the following axioms and
proof rules.

THE AXIOMS:

A1. All propositional tautologies and their epistemic
and dynamic instances.

A3. Kilo --* qo
A4. Kilo --’, KiKiqo
A5. "Kilo ~ Ki-~Ki~o

Ac0.
Acl.
Ac2.
Ac3.
Ac4.
Ac5.

Ac6.

([do,(~)](~ -~ ~) A [do,(~)]~) -. [do,(~)]¢
[doi(skip)]~o ~ 
[doi(fail)]ff
[doi(tsst to)]¢ ~-~ (qo --~ 
[doi(al; ot2)]to [doi(al)][doi(a2)]~o
[doi(if ~o then at else a2 fi)]~
(~ -~ [do~(a,)]~) (~-~ [do~(~)]~)
[do,(.hil. ~ ao ~, od)]~ ~ ((~ ̂  
(~ ̂  [do,(~,)][do~(~hile ~ do ~ od)]~))
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Ac7. [doi(al + ot2)]~ +"+ [doi(~l)]~ A [doi(a2)]qo

Abl.
Ab2.
Ab3.
Ab4.
Ab5.

Ab6.

Ab7.

THE PROOF RULES:

nl. (9 [do/(al)]¢
~p ~ [doi(while 9 do al od)]lp

R2. 9 --* (AialA <doi(while doal od)>--~9)
Aiwhile 9 do al od

R5. 9
[doi(a)]9

The following definition introduces the notion of proofs
for Lcap.

4.1. DEFINITION. A proof of a formula 9 is a finite se-
quence of formulae such that

(1) The formula 9 is the last formula in the sequence,
and

(2) each formula in the sequence is either an axiom 
LCap or follows by one of the inference rules of LCap
from previous formulae in the sequence.

If a proof of the formula 9 exists, 9 is called a theorem of
LCap and we write [-LCap 9, or ~ 9 for short.

4.2. THEOREM. LCap is sound with regard to fl3I, i.e.

4.3. REMARK. Although we did not yet deal with proving
the completeness of LCap for ~, we do not expect this
proof to be substantially more difficult than the proofs
of completeness for propositional dynamic logic (see for
instance [Har84]).

Using the axioms and proof rules of LCap, it is possible to
give the proof-theoretical equivalents of the proofs given
in the preceding sections. In particular it is possible to
prove the proof-theoretical equivalent of theorem 3.23.

4.4. THEOREM. For all a and a’ from Ac, for all i from
,,4, and for all formulae 9 we have

¯ a ,--,
¯ a =--~ a’ =~ [- Aia ~ Aia’

5. The Can-predicate and the Cannot-
predicate

In [Moo84] the Can-predicate is -in a slightly different
notation- introduced by:

Cani(a, 9) 4= 3x[Ki(x -- a A [doi(a)]9)]

Intuitively, Cani(a, 9) means that agent i knows how 
achieve 9 by performing action a. In terms of [Moo84],
the agent knows how to perform a since he knows what
action a is, and he knows that performing a will lead to
the truth of 9.
Notice that in the formula above ’4=’ may not be replaced
by ’¢~’: in carrying out a complex action -for instance a
sequence a; 8- an agent does not need to know a priori
what action a; ~ is; it suffices that he knows now what
action a is and that he knows after performing a what
action/~ is.
As stated in section 1, we will define the Can-predicate
in a different way, taking into account the abilities of the
agent. The Can-predicate is introduced as a syntactic con-
cept whose semantics is given by means of the semantics
of the parts it consists of.
The intended intuitive meaning of Cani(cz, 9) as we de-
fine it is the following:

’Agent i knows that he can achieve 9 by per-
forming a.’

Starting from this intuitive meaning, four possible defini-
tions of the Can-predicate can be given, each of these more
or less corresponding to the intended intuitive meaning.
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(2) Cani(c~, ~o) = [doi(o01~o A KiAia
(3) Candy, ~) -= K~[do~(a)]~ 
(4) Cand,~, ~) ~- K~[do~(a)]~ ^ K~A,a

Since we want the agent to know that he can achieve
~p, it seems natural to demand that the agent knows that
performing ~ will lead to ~o, i.e. Ki[doi(o0]~p seems to be
a natural part of the definition of Cani(a, ~o). In particular
this means that cases 1 and 2 do not provide for intuitively
acceptable definitions of the Can-predicate.
Furthermore it seems reasonable to demand that the agent
knows that he is able to perform a given action. If an
agent is able to perform some action a but he himself is
not aware of this ability, then this action a is obviously
not used in any plans of the agent.
This observation leads to the following definition of the
Can-predicate.

5,1. DEHNITION. Predicate Cani(a, qo) is defined by:

Cani(a, ~) = Ki([doi(a)]~p Aia)

In the spirit of definition 5.1 one could also think of a
Cannot-predicate. This predicate is not just the negation
of the Can-predicate, but has as its intended meaning that
the agent knows that he cannot reach some goal cp by
performing some action a, since he knows that either the
action does not lead to the desired goal or he is not capable
of performing the action.

5.2. DEFINITION. Predicate Cannoti(a, ~o) is defined by:

Cannoti(a, qo) = Ki(-,[doi(a)]qo V 

Using definitions 5.1 and 5.2 it is possible to divide the
class of actions, for a given agent and and a given goal, in
three parts:

(1) Actions of which the agent knows that he can perform
them to achieve the goal.

(2) Actions of which the agent knows that performing
them will not lead to the goal.

(3) Actions of which the agent does not know whether
they can be used to achieve the goal or not.

6. Properties of the Can-predicate and the
Cannot-predicate

In the preceding section the definitions of the Can-
predicate and the Cannot-predicate are given. In this

section, we sum up some of the properties that these pred-
icates have. In the theorems 6.1 and 6.2, we list the
properties of the means part of the predicates, this is the
a in Cani(a, qo) and Cannoti(a, ~o). Theorems 6.3 
6.4 list the properties of the goal part of the predicates,
the ~o in Cani(a, ~) and Cannoti(a, ~o). In theorem 
two relations that exist between the Can-predicate and
the Cannot-predicate are given. It furthermore turns out
that both the Can-predicate and the Cannot-predicate are
closed under equivalence of actions.

6.1. THEOREM ( Properties concerning the means part).
For all agents i, actions al and a2 and for all formu-
lae qo and ~b the following hold.

(1) ~ Cani(sk±p,~o) ~ 

(2) ~ -~Cani(fa±l, 

(3) ~ Cani(test ~, ~b) ~ Ki(~o 

(4) ~ Cani(a,, Cani(a2, ~)) -~ Cani(al; a2, ~)

(5) For accordant events doi(at):
Cani(al;a2, ~p) [doi(al)]Cani(a2, ~0

(6) ~ Cani(al + a2, ~0) ---, Cani(al, ~p) V Can/(a2, 

6.2. THEOREM ( Properties concerning the means part).
For all agents i, actions c~ and c~2 and for all formu-
lae ~ and ~b the following hold

(1) ~ Cannoti(skS.p,~) ~ 

(2) ~ Cannot~(fa±l, 

(3) ~ Cannoti(test ~, ¢,) ~ Ki(~ --, 

(4) ~ Cannot/(al; a2, ¢) 
Cannot/(a 1, Can/(a2, ~p) 

(5) ~ Cannot/(al, ~p) A Cannot~(a2, 
Cannoti(a~ + a2, qo)

6.3. THEOREM (Properties concerning the goal part).
For all agents i, for all actions a and for all formulae
~o, qOl and qo2 the following hold-

(1) ~ Cani(a, ~ ̂  ’~2) ~ Cani(a, ~) A Cani(a, 
(2) ~ Cani(a, ~01) V Canda, ~2) -* Cani(a, ~t v 
(3) ~ Can~(a, -~) -~ -Can~(a, 
(4) ~ Cani(a, tp)AKi[doi(a)](~ --* ~p) -* Canda, 

6.4. THEOREM (Properties concerning the goal part).
For all agents i, for all actions a and for all formulae
qo, qol and qoz the following hold.
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(2) ~= Cannoq(~, ~ol V (~2)

Cannot~(a, ~1) A Cannot~(~, ~02)

(3) ~ Cannoti(a, ~o) A Cannoq(% 
V

(4) ~ Cannoti(a, qo) A K,[do,(r~)](~b ---+ qo) 
Cannot/(a, ~p)

6.5. THEOREM. For all agents i, for all actions a and for
all formulae ~ the following hold

(1) ~ Cani(a, ~) ---, --,Cannoti(a, ~o)
(2) ~ Cani(a, ~) --, Cannoq(a,-~)

From case 4 of theorem 6.3 and case 4 of theorem 6.4, the
following corollary can be derived.

6.6. COROLLARY. The following rules are, for all agents
i, actions a and formulae ~ and ~p, sound for if:l:

Cani(a, qo) go ~ 

Cannoti(a, qo) ~p ~ qo
Cannoq(a,~)

The following corollary is a consequence of theorem 3.23.

6.7. COROLLARY. For all agents i, actions ct and at and
for all formulae ~o we have:

¯ a =~ a’ =~ Cani(a, ~o) ~ Cani(a’, ~)

¯ a -~ a’ =~ Cannoq(a, ~o) ~ Cannoti(at, ~p)

7. Discussion

In this paper we introduced a new operator that denotes the
capabilities of a rational agent. Combining this operator
with a logic that combines knowledge and actions provides
for an interesting new approach that can serve as a base
for further development.
Our future research regarding the topics introduced in this
paper will be focused on the following four points:

¯ Considering various possible definitions of
~’(teat ~, s), for nontrivial ~p containing events, and
the consequences of modifying this definition on the
closure of abilities under the action transformations.

¯ Proving the completeness of LCap for the class of
models ff)t.

¯ Defining a first-order extension of £ and extending the
semantics and the logic LCap to deal with this.

¯ Introducing defeasible reasoning and investigate plan-
ning in uncertain circumstances.
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